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Knowledge Organisers 

 

 

For every learning cycle, the key content for each subject is summarised into a knowledge organiser. Each cycle, all the knowledge 

organisers are collated into a booklet which each student receives; these are the basis for revision home learning. Over the year students can 

use knowledge organisers for revision of core knowledge and as a handy spelling and vocabulary reminder. 

  

How to use the knowledge organiser booklet 

 

Students should test themselves on the knowledge in their knowledge organiser; self-quizzing is one of the most effective revision strategies to 

embed key knowledge. This encourages students to take ownership of their learning, and to support them in developing good learning habits. 

Embedding this content and developing these habits ensure long-term success and effective retrieval from long-term memory. Students should 

use the following methods to revise and test themselves.  

 

 Read, cover, write, check: students learn key information in their knowledge organisers by reading a small section, covering it up, 

saying the definitions to themselves, writing out those key terms and definitions in their self-quizzing books, then checking to see if 

they got them right. They should correct any errors in purple pen, then repeat the process.   

 

 Mind maps: students make a colourful mind map of all the core knowledge starting with a central theme and then building a network of 

information branching out from the central theme. 
 

 Clock learning: students take a topic and break it into twelve categories making notes in each section of the clock then revise each 

section for 5 minutes, turn over the sheet and then try and note down as much information as they can recall from one of the sections. 

 

 Question and answer flashcards: students create Q&A flashcards with a question on one side, and an answer on the other (or key 

terminology on one side, and definitions on the other).  They test themselves several times a week, and revise each card depending on 

whether they got it right last time or not (can use Quizlet website) 

 

  
 



Supporting Art and Architecture:  

 

Art Knowledge Organiser | Year 9 | Autumn term | Islamic Art and Architecture | The Elements | “Star Above” 

Qualities of a good artist:  

AO1 Develop your ideas through artist research  

AO2 Experiment and refine using a wide range of   

  equipment and materials  

AO3 Record purposeful ideas in your sketchbook  

AO4 Present a reflective, meaningful final outcome  

VISUAL MINDMAP 

Key Term                              

ORGANIC LINES are 

the types of lines found 

in nature. They are     

irregular, curved, and 

often fluid. They convey 

a sense of gracefulness,     

dynamism, and           

spontaneity                       

INORGANIC LINES are 

generally straight or 

perfectly curving lines, 

like those found in  

geometry. In this im-

age, most of the lines 

are organic, but the 

horizontal lines in the   

background are        

inorganic. 

Genre: Art and Architecture have a deep connection that unites them 

through their design, their designer, and their individual meaning  

Theme: The Elements (Earth, Air, Water, and Fire) 

Weather, Nature, Snow, Wind, Rain, Clouds, Ice, Mist, & Breeze 

 

Form 

>What is the medium of the work?                                                                                                         

>What colours does the artist use? Why? How is colour organised?                                                    

>What kind of shapes or forms can you find?                                                                                          

>What kind of marks or techniques does the artist use?                                                                   

>What is the surface like?                                                                                                                  

>What kinds of textures can you see?                                                                                                  

>How big is the work?                                                                                                                        

Context                                                                                                                                  

>When was it made? Where was it made? Who made it?                                                                                

>Who was the work made for?                                                                                                         

>What do you know about the artist?                                                                                                

>How does the work relate to other art of the time?                                                                          

>Does the work relate to the social or political history of the time?                                                      

>Can you link it to other arts of the period, such as film, music or literature?                                       

>Does the work relate to other areas of knowledge, such as science or geography?                            

Content                                                                                                                                      

>What is it? What is it about? What is happening?                                                                                

>Is it a portrait? A landscape? Abstract?                                                                                          

>What does the work represent?                                                                                                           

>The title - what does the artist call the work?                                                                                  

>Does the title change the way we see the work?                                                                                   

>Is it a realistic depiction?                                                                                                                

>Have any parts been exaggerated or distorted? If so, why?                                                             

>What is the theme of the work?                                                                                                      

>What message does the work communicate?                                                                                     

Process                                                                                                                                   

>What materials and tools were used to make the piece?                                                                 

>What is the evidence for this?                                                                                                            

>Do sketchbooks provide any clues as to how the work developed?                                                                                

Mood                                                                                                                                        

>How does the work make you feel?                                                                                                 

>Why do you think you feel like this?                                                                                               

>Does the colour, texture, form or theme of the work affect your mood?   

>Does the work create an atmosphere? 

Analysing a work of Art  

Form  

This means looking at the           

formal elements of an artwork. 

Content 

The content is the subject of a piece of 

Context 

This refers to how the work relates to a                          

particular time, place, culture and process 

Mood 

Mood means looking at how the 

artist has created a certain    

atmosphere or feeling 

Process 

Looking at process means studying how                       

the work was made and what techniques                    

were used society in which it was produced  

LINE, SHAPE, 

FORM,COLOUR, 

SPACE,TEXTURE, 

AND PATTERN 

>Substitute:To replace one thing with another                                                   

>Combine: To add or put more things together  

>Adapt: To meet other needs                                                                                             

>Modify: To change the look                                                                                           

>Purpose: To use things in other way                                                                                                      

>Eliminate:To take away another part                                                                                   

>Rearrange: To change order 

a diagram in which                

information is represented vis-

ually, with a central idea 

placed in the middle 

Elements and 

Principles of Art  

M.C ESCHER BLUE MOSQUE, ISTANBUL 

SCAMPER  

a creative mind 

mapping    

technique used 

to generate  

ideas in differ-

ent formats 

REPITITION           
refers to one object or shape 

repeated.    Pattern is a combi-

nation of elements or shapes 

repeated in a recurring and 

regular arrangement; rhythm 

is a combination of elements 

repeated, but with variations. 

Exhibition Reviews and Art Critics Art Criticism is the evaluation and assessment 

of works of art. Famous Art critics such as Robert Hughes have made a career out of 

reviewing key pieces of art work in exhibitions throughout history 

Key Concepts: Identify directly links between Mathematics and Art though the research of tessellations.  



Independent Homework Challenge  

Explore the 
household to 
find a             

tessellation on a tile, 
curtain, bedlinen,  
coving, vase, ceiling, 
placemat, antique 
plate etc. Take a pho-
tograph of the    de-
sign and try to find 
out a little bit more about the history and background 
of its origin. Is it a generic design, or maybe it is simi-
lar to a style used in the Victorian Period?  Then using 
this design as a base, modify it so that it can be used 
to fill the dome/ceiling in your conservatory, a play 
room, the attic, or even a new stair case!  *google image finder 

Key Concepts: Tessellations| Elements                           
Develop your artist research focusing on how mathematics is 

used in art and architecture. Experiment with a wide range of 

techniques to create accurate geometric shapes, repetition and colour. Es-

tablish an idea related to the theme ‘The Elements’. Record purposeful 

drawings that reflect the styles around ceramic clay tiles.                        

Present a reflective, meaningful final outcome using skills that you have 

developed in this term. 

EARTH Personal         

Research/Artist         

Comparison:                                              

Compare & Contrast 

and investigation 

and study of artists 

and sources in order 

to establish facts 

and reach new    

conclusions           

surrounding the 

theme                  

‘The Elements’ 

Key Words 

Emphasis is     

defined as an area 

or object within the 

artwork that draws 

attention and be-

comes a focal point  

Diagonal move-

ment is a diagonal 

made out of a 

straight line that's 

set at an angle in-

stead of straight up 

or across 

Variety  is the 

principle of art that 

adds interest to an 

artwork.  Variety 

works through    

juxtaposition and 

contrast. 

Unity and       

Harmony in art 

are used by artists  

to tie a composition 

together and help 

the composition 

make sense as a 

whole piece of art 

Rhythm suggests 

action or movement. It 

is usually achieved 

through, repetition of 

lines, shapes, colours, 

and more. It creates a 

visual tempo in art-

works and provides a 

path for the viewer's eye 

to follow 

Tint, Tone, Shade 

How dark or light an 

object is when              

combined with white 
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A tessellation is a tiling over a plane with one or 
more figures such that the figures fill the plane with 
no overlaps and no gaps. Examples of a tessellation 
are: a tile floor, a brick or block wall, a checker or 
chess board, and a fabric pattern. There are three 
types of regular tessellations: triangles, squares and 
hexagons 

TESSELATIONS  

CERAMICS: CLAY TILES                                                         

Ceramics is an artistic medium for expressing ideas in 

three-dimensional form. It is one of the world’s oldest 

crafts, dating back to prehistoric times, clay pots were 

moulded and then dried on hot sand. Clay is the raw 

material used in ceramics. It is a very versatile material 

that can be transformed into a wide variety of shapes. 

When heated to high temperatures in a kiln. it hardens 

and permanently sets in shape. 



Key vocabulary Definition 

Computational thinking The steps you take to find the best solution to a 

complex problem. 

Decomposition Breaking a complex problem down into smaller 

problems and solving each on individually. 

Abstraction Picking out the important bits of information from 

the problem and ignoring the details that don’t 

matter. 

Pattern recognition Finding similarities and patterns in order to solve 

complex problems more efficiency. 

Algorithm A sequence of logical instructions for carrying out a 

task. In computing, algorithms are needed to design 

computer programs. 

Program Sequences of instructions for a computer. 

Programming The process of writing computer software. 

Sequence The specific order in which instructions are per-

formed. 

Selection Allows for more than one path through a program. 

Iteration The process of repeating steps. 

Computing KO— Year 9 - Computational Thinking / Control Software Knowledge Organiser  

Control Software 
The software enables the user to create an image by writing one command after another 

It is possible to create a square by 

writing one command after another 

This can then be refined by 

using a repeat option.  

To make complex shapes you can place one repeat within each 

other this is known as NESTING. 

Command Description 

PU / PD Pen up / down—enables you to control when you draw a line. 

FD Moves forward a desired number of pixels e.g. FD 100. 

BK Moves backward a desired number of pixels e.g. BK 100. 

LT / RT Rotates the turtle left e.g. LT 45. 

RT Rotates the turtle right e.g. RT 45. 

ARC Draws an arc with an angle of degrees and a radius e.g. ARC 45 100. 

HOME Returns the turtle to the centre of the screen. 

ELLIPSE Draws an oval shape e.g. ellipse 80 60. 

CS Clear screen. 



Climate change refers to the long-term changes in the Earth’s climate, or a region on Earth, and includes more than just the average surface temperature. For example, variations in the amount of snow, 

sea levels, and sea ice can all be consequences of climate change.

Global warming is an increase in the Earth’s average surface temperature from human-made greenhouse gas emissions.

The chemical compound carbon dioxide (also known by its shorthand CO2) is the primary greenhouse gas and driver of climate change. It’s an integral part of life cycles on earth, produced through 

animal respiration (including human respiration) and absorbed by plants to fuel their growth, to name just two ways.

A greenhouse gas is a chemical compound found in the Earth’s atmosphere, such as carbon dioxide, methane, water vapour, and other human-made gases. These gases allow much of the solar 

radiation to enter the atmosphere, where the energy strikes the Earth and warms the surface.

In the climate change space, emissions refer to greenhouse gases released into the air that are produced by numerous activities, including burning fossil fuels, industrial agriculture, and melting 

permafrost, to name a few. These gases cause heat to be trapped in the atmosphere, slowly increasing the Earth’s temperature over time.

Fossil fuels are sources of non-renewable energy, formed from the remains of living organisms that were buried millions of years ago. Burning fossil fuels like coal and oil to produce energy is where the 

majority of greenhouse gases originate.

Renewable energy is energy that comes from naturally replenished resources, such as sunlight, wind, waves, and geothermal heat.

Mitigation refers to an action that will reduce or prevent greenhouse gas emissions, such as planting trees in order to absorb more CO2.

CPR

Three simple steps could mean the difference between life and 

death. 

CALL 999 immediately.

PUSH hard and fast on the centre of the chest 30 times.

Give two RESCUE breaths.

Heart Attack

Means there is a blood clot blocking a coronary artery and a 

result part of the heart muscle has an inadequate blood supply.

Cardiac arrest

Means the heart has stopped beating and the person is not 

breathing or is not breathing normally.

Gangs

An organised group of criminals.

Exploitation

The action or fact of treating someone unfairly in order to benefit 

from their work.

Vulnerable

Exposed to the possibility of being attacked or harmed, either 

physically or emotionally.

Groomed

Prepare or train (someone) for a particular purpose or activity.

County Line

is where an individual or a group from an urban area cross one 

or more police force boundary and set up a secure base to 

conduct day to day drug dealing.

Learning Objectives:

This scheme of work aims to build your skills and knowledge in an array of areas to make a 

differences in your life and others. 

• You will develop skills and knowledge in a range of first aid situations, for example CPR, burns and 

chocking.

• You will build knowledge around climate change and how to help improve the environment.

• You will develop an awareness of gang issues and how they can affect you, your friends and the local 

community. 

Bower Park Academy CPSHE Knowledge Organiser Year 9 AUT 1: Making a Difference
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Role of an MP 

Act of Parliament Law passed by government

Canvassing Persuading others to vote for you

Constituency The area represented by an MP 

Constituents The people in a constituency that an 

MP represents

Freedom of speech
Human right allowing for people to 

state their opinion
Freedom of thought Human right allowing for people to be 

free to think what they like
General election An election for a new government

House of Commons

The more powerful, elected, of 

British government

Human right Things that all humans should legally 

or morally have

Opposition Political parties who are not in power

Prime Minister

Leader of government (majority 

party) 

Suffrage The right to vote in political elections

Suffragette

A woman seeking the right to vote 

through organised protest

Democracy 

Free and fair elections

The majority get what they want

The people have the chance to change the leader of 

government

Human rights are respected

More creative freedom in film/books/the internet

Key words

KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER - YEAR 9 Citizenship - the UK Parliament

Institutions and their role

Learning Objective: to build our Political Literacy - to have the political knowledge and understanding to take part in the political 

process e.g. to vote

Some human rights are withdrawn

Strict censorship of films/books/the internet

The suffragettes - The universal right to vote has been a 

long fought battle. Just over 100 years ago, women in the 

UK fought for equal political rights to men and they were 

sucessful in 1918.  Famous suffragettes include Milicent 

Fawcett, Emmeline Pankhurst and Emily Wilding Davison.                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

There are 650 elected Members of Parliament (MPs). 

They have all been elected to represent a part of their 

country known as a constituency. People that want to be 

MPs will have to campaign in their local are to try to gain 

votes. MPs have two major roles: 1- Represented 

constituents in their local constituency by listening to 

their problems and trying to make the local area better. 

2- working on UK law and policy in the House of Commons 

(London). There is an election every 5 years and MPs can 

remain in post if they gain the most votes.  

House of Commons: 650 elected Members of 

Parliament. Introduce ideas for laws which their 

voters want.                                             House of 

Lords: Made up of people who are not elected but 

chosen for their skills. They check the laws the 

commons decide to make to ensure they are fair.                                                       

Monarchy - This is a ceremonial role as most of 

his/her powers have been given to the Prime 

minister but all laws are signed off by Royal 

"Assent" 

What is the difference between a democracy and a dictatorship?

Dictatorship

No elections

Only a small group get what they want

The people cannot change or even have a say about 

the leader



A theatre practitioner is someone who creates theatrical performances and/or produces a theoretical discourse 
that informs of his or her practical work. During this unit you will focus on Stanislavski and Brecht looking at their 
opposing ideology of Theatre through theory and workshops.

YEAR 9 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER – DRAMA 

Key Knowledge:
Stanislavski-

Konstantin Sergeievich Stanislavski was a seminal 
Russian theatre practitioner. He was widely 
recognised as an outstanding character actor 
and the many productions that he directed 
garnered him a reputation as one of the leading 
theatre directors of his generation. Stanislavski 
belived in naturalism and theatre should be 
replication of real life, “It is not enough to 
discover the secret of a play, its thought and 
feelings—the actor must be able to convert 
them into living terms.” 

Brecht

Eugen Berthold Friedrich Brecht, known 
professionally as Bertolt Brecht, was a German 
theatre practitioner, playwright, and poet. Living 
in Munich during the Weimar Republic, he had 
his first successes with theatre plays, whose 
themes were often influenced by his Marxist 
thought. Brecht believed in ‘thinking theatre’, 
“Don’t expect the theatre to satisfy the habits of 
its audience, but to change them”.

Key Language:

Activist - a person who campaigns to bring about political 
or social change
Audience - the assembled spectators or listeners at a 
public event such as a play, film, concert, or meeting.
Oppression - prolonged cruel or unjust treatment or 
exercise of authority
Participation - the action of taking part in something.
Practitioner - a person actively engaged in an art, 
discipline, or profession
Problematize- to explore problems from different 
angles/perspectives in order to find better solutions.
Social - relating to society
Spect-Actor – a spectator who is often encouraged to be a 
part of the drama in order to spark change
Theorist - a person concerned with the theoretical aspects 
of a subject; a theoretician

Key Skills:

Analysis
Acceptance
Discipline
Empathy
Improvisation
Team Work

KEY CONCEPT-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WaanuRvpfFU

Practitioners of Theatre

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WaanuRvpfFU


KEY CONCEPT -https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1rmuS60M93w

Working with the Voice
An actors voice is arguably the most valuable tool they own. It is vital that they know how to care for and develop this tool to be successful 
in the modern theatre. The workshops and techniques that you participate in during this unit are ones that professionals will use 
throughout their whole career. Without breath there is no voice. Contrasting techniques make speech interesting

YEAR 9 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER – DRAMA 

Key Knowledge:

Words are how humans communicate. This 

communication could not be possible without sounds; 

these sounds are known as a voice. The human voice 

is composed of air being pushed through a, complex, 

anatomical structure. The voice can be divided into 

three main parts; the lungs, the larynx (aka voice 

box), and the articulator's, like the tongue.

1.When you want to speak, air from the lungs is 

pushed through the windpipe.

2.The air travels upwards to the voice box, in the 

throat. (in the area behind the Adam’s apple)

3.The vocal cords, vocal folds, are brought close 

together by tiny muscles in the voice box.

4.When air hits these vocal folds it makes them 

vibrate.

5.This vibration is then amplified by the cavities in the 

mouth and the upper throat.

6.The sound is enhanced by vibration in the bones of 

your skull and other parts of the body.

7.The sound is shaped into words by the shape, size, 

and motions of your mouth, tongue, and lips.

Key Language:

Articulation-words produced by the tongue ,soft-palate, teeth 
and lips.
Diaphragm-dome shaped muscular partition separating the 
thorax from the abdomen. 
Diction- the choice and use of words.
Larynx-the voice box which contains the vocal folds/chords.
Lungs-each of the organs located in the rib cage into which air is 
drawn.
Pace-slow or fast.    
Pause-a temporary stop in speech. 
Pitch- high or low. 
Pulse-repeating identical beats.
Resonance- voiced sound amplified by the throat, mouth cavity 
and nasal passages.
Rhythm- the combination of stressed and unstressed syllables.
Thorax-the part of the body between the neck and the 
abdomen. Inter-costal muscles-the muscles between the ribs. 
Timbre-the quality of tone ( soft-harsh).
Trachea-a large tube which carries air to and from the lungs.
Voiced Sound- basic sound produced by the vibration of the 
vocal folds when speaking, a buzzy sound.
Volume-loud or soft.

Key Skills:

Breathing
Control
Pause
Pitch
Projection
Tone
Volume

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1rmuS60M93w


Why raising agents are used – consumers expect baked products such as bread, cakes and scones to have a light, open, soft and ‘airy’ texture. To 
create the desired texture, a raising agent is added to the uncooked mixture to introduce lots of gas bubbles, which will expand when the mixture is 

baked in the oven.
Raising agent:

The gas bubbles in raising agents are air (a mixture of gases), carbon 
dioxide and steam.

AIR can be trapped in a mixture as it is;
Creamed
Rubbed in

Beaten
Whisked

Rolled 
Folded
Sieved 

YR9: Food Preparation and Nutrition
Food Science: Raising Agents

Keywords: 

Coagulation, foams, raising agents, gluten, dextrinization, 

setting, aeration, caramelisation 

Gases are introduced into mixtures in three ways:

Chemical – by using baking powder or bicarbonate of soda to produce 
CO² gas 

Mechanical - When whisked, beating, sieving, creaming, rubbing in, 
folding to trap air or adding moisture (which turns to steam).

Biological – by using yeast to produce CO²

Dishes:
Profiteroles: piping, choux 

pastry, steam, whisking, 
gelatinisation

Soda bread: chemical, 
shaping, acids and alkalis

Yeasted pizza: 
fermentation, proving, 

dextrinisation
Cake experiment 

Food investigation: Cake experiment

Cook variations of cakes: no fat, no baking powder, no sugar, no flour

Hypothesise: make a prediction on which cake will most successfully well-risen and 
light. Collect results on star charts.

Analysis: write a brief comparison of own hypothesis against the results. 

Examples of products with raising agents:
Chemical – cake, scones, soda bread, profiteroles

Mechanical – all baked goods will use some kind of mechanical action
Biological – bread

Functions of ingredients in cakes: 
Flour – creates structure to hold gas in so cake rises

Egg – sets mixture, gives colour, flavor, protein in egg white holds 
air when whisked (aeration)

Sugar – flavour, when creamed adds air, when heated 
caramelises, stops gluten developing for soft texture

Butter – adds air when creamed, adds flavour, prolongs shelf-life



Support for writing analysis & evaluation

Analysis

You explain the results of your investigation here.
What did you find out?
The most successful cake contained __________ as it was ______________ 
Why do you think these results happened?
I think the reason for this is _______________
The function of the ingredients in cakes matters because ___________
REMEMBER, try to use the correct scientific terms and use connectives to 
link your ideas.
This is the paragraph that will show YOUR understanding of the science that 
is happening in your food.

EVALUATION

Your final paragraph.  
• How will you use your findings to help you improve your recipe?
When I make ________ I will use ________ to make sure ________
• How correct were your predictions from the PLANNING section? 
I predicted that... I was correct because... I was incorrect because...  I 
accurately predicted that _________ but did not predict why it would happen 
accurately.
• Reflect on how you will use this new knowledge when cooking in future.

Nutritional Needs and Health
Making informed choices for a healthy and balanced diet.

YR9: Food Preparation and Nutrition
Food Science: Raising Agents

Keywords: 
Basal metabolic rate (BMR), Physical activity level (PAL), energy needs and 
balance, energy dense foods, macronutrients, fat, protein, carbohydrates 

Energy balance:
In order to maintain a healthy body weigh we have 

to be careful to not consume too much energy 
because when we don't burn it – it will turn into fat

Energy dense foods:
The foods that contain a high amount of fat and/or 
sugar are said to be energy dense (e.g. chocolate 

bars, crisps, biscuits, sausages, chips) meaning they 
contain a lot of energy in a small portion.

Carbohydrates No more than 5% of our daily needs should come from sugar.
Complex carbs should make up half of the energy we eat (50%)

Fat Total fat: No more than 35% of energy per day
Saturated fat: 11% per day

Protein Teenage boys require 52g per day & teenage girls require 46g per 
day. 1 chicken breast is about 30g of protein
15% of energy per day should come from protein



Year 9 Knowledge Organiser | Design and Technology | Graphics Project: Film Poster 

In the UK, film 
classification, is the 
process of giving age 
ratings and content 
advice to films and 
other audio-visual 
media, such as music 
videos, to help 
adults, children and 
families choose what 
is right for them and 
avoid what is not.

film 
classification 

what is graphics? health and safety in the classroom  

Always follow teacher instructions when using specific, 
high risk tools such as scalpels. How do you use a scalpel 
safely and correctly? Watch this Youtube video.

A scalpel is a knife with 
a small, sharp, and 
detachable blade. A 
scalpel is used in 
graphics to cut and score 
on card and paper. Used in 
conjunction with a cutting 
mat and metal safety rule, 
a scalpel can achieve a 
more accurate cut as 
opposed to using a pair of 
scissors. 

tools in the classroom 

page layout

➢ Leave a 10 mm margin border 
around the edge of your 
page and objects on the 
page, e.g., an image

➢ Place work on the page 
before sticking it down

➢ Use a ruler to help you 
measure out objects, images 
and text

➢ Make use of all space on 
your page

➢ Work in pencil first, 
adding pen / material after

➢ Use appropriate drawing 
tools, such as a ruler and 
set square to aide you in 
your design process

➢ Make information and text 
(font) legible and clear

➢ Prototype - A4, Final - A3

typography 

Typography is the art 
and technique of 
arranging type to make 
written language 
legible, readable, and 
appealing when 
displayed. The 
arrangement of type 
involves selecting 
typefaces, point sizes, 
line lengths and 
widths, line-spacing, 
and letter-spacing.

keywords

Graphic Design
Typography 
Colour Theory
Specification
ACCESSFM
Design Iterations
Design Ideas
Film Poster
Market Research 

independent homework challenge

Develop a NEW graphic school 
logo based upon the original 
design and the aesthetic of one 
of the designers listed to the 
right. Your new graphic school 
logo design needs to be A5 and 
can be made out of any material. 
This new logo will be placed 
onto a Tote bag for you to 
utilise in school. 
due for the penultimate week of term 

Graphics are visual images 
or designs on a surface, 
such as walls, canvas, 
screens (e.g. phones or 
computers), paper, card, 
stone, plastic or metals to 
inform, illustrate, or 
entertain. In general, 
graphics includes a 
pictorial representation of 
data, such as typesetting 
and the graphic arts.

designers

Kate Moross
David Carson
Harry Beck

Aurélia Durand
Paul Rand
M.C. Escher

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LvrX0EGO2IA


AO1 Identify and 
investigate design 
possibilities to 
meet needs
AO2 Design and make 
prototypes
AO3 Analyse and 
evaluate design 
decisions and 
outcomes 
AO4 Demonstrate and 
apply knowledge and 
understanding of 
technical and 
designing and making 
principles

Year 9 Knowledge Organiser | Design and Technology | Graphics Project: Film Poster 

assessment 
objectives

Saul Bass was an 
American graphic 
designer and filmmaker, 
best known for his 
design of movie title 
sequences, film posters, 
and corporate logos. 
(b.1920, d. 1996)

Saul Bass specification and accessfm

A Specification is a detailed description of the design and materials used to make a product or 
outcome. To help write a specification we use the abbreviation: ACCESSFM.

Aesthetics means What does the product look like? What is the Colour? Shape? Texture? Pattern? 
Appearance? Feel? Weight? Style? 

Cost means How much does the product cost to sell and/or buy? How much does it cost to buy? How 
much does it cost to sell? How much do the different materials cost? Is it good value for money? 

Customer means Who will buy or use your product? Who will buy it? Who will use it? What is their 
age? Gender? What are their likes? Dislikes? Needs or preferences? 

Environment means Will the product affect the environment? Is the product: Recyclable? Reusable? 
Repairable? Sustainable? Environmentally friendly? There are 6Rs of design: Recycle/Reuse/
Repair/Rethink/Reduce/Refuse

Size means How big or small is the product? What is the size of the product in millimetres (mm)? 
Is it the same size as similar products? Is it comfortable to use? Does it fit? Would it be 
improved if it was bigger or smaller? 

Safety means How safe is the product when it is used? Will it be safe for the customer to use? 
Could they hurt themselves? What is the correct and safest way to use the product? What are the 
risks, if any?  

Function means How does the product work? What is the products job and role? What is it
needed for? How well does it work? How could it be improved? Why is it used in this way?

Material means What is the product made out of? What materials is the product made from?
Why were these materials used? Would a different material be better? How was it made? 

Colour theory is a term 
used to describe the 
collection of rules and 
guidelines regarding the 
use of colour in art 
and graphic design. This 
allows artists and 
graphic designers to 
achieve harmony in 
their designs, knowing 
that colour has purpose 
in their work. Primary 
colours: 
yellow, red and
blue. Secondary 
colours: orange,
purple and green.

colour theory

Y

RB

O

P

G



KEYWORDS
COMMERCIAL PROCESS / CO-OPERATIVE / ETHICS 
/ FUNCTIONALITY / NESTING / MODELLING / 
PROTOTYPE / STOCK FORM / TOLERANCE / 
WORKING PROPERTIES / LOCKING TABS / 
AUTOMATIC BASE / CRASK LOCK SYSTEM / 
GRADIENT / TYPEFACE / SERIF / PERFORATING / 
SANS-SERIF / CONTEMPORARY / READABILITY / 
LEGIBILITY / COMPOSITION / 

Orthographic Projections

Materials For Food Packaging
When selecting materials for packaging 
food you need to consider the 
properties very carefully. Remember the 
packaging will either need to keep the 
food cool or warm. It will need to be 
able to protect the food from getting 
damaged. It must not contaminate the 
food in order to protect the consumer. It 
should also be able to have graphics 
applied to it so that branding and 
information could be presented on it. 
Common materials would be corrugated 
card, aluminium foil, grease proof paper, 
bleached box boards. Each material has 
a unique property that make them 
suitable to do certain jobs. Some times 
there is a need to combine the different 
materials to make one packaging.

Industrial Printing Processes
The most common method for 

printing. Uses large rolls of paper to 
produce thousands of copies of 
products continuously such as 

newspapers and leaflets.

Fair Trade and Ethical Choice

For example before the Fair Trade cocoa farmers 
in Africa were made to work extremely long 
hours with unfair wages. Their working 
conditions were cramped and terrible. This 
severely impacted their quality of life.

As consumers we can prevent this by only 
purchasing products that display the Fairtrade 

logo on their food packaging .

Fair trade is an institutional 
arrangement designed to help 

producers in developing 
countries achieve better trading 
conditions. Members of the fair 

trade movement advocate the 
payment of higher prices to 

exporters, as well as improved 
social standards

This is the ultimate way to communicated almost all 
aspects of a products design to show technical 
details. This form of drawing shows a plan, elevation
and side view of the product that are perfectly 
aligned. To get the views to align we have to use 
something called construction lines. These are faint 
lines used to help structure a drawing.



Typography
This is the study of fonts as an art form. Fonts are styles of letters that could be categorised into specific groups known as typefaces.

Surveys
Surveys are a bit like questionnaires where you can ask your target market 
group questions to find out about them. However, they key difference is in 
a survey you get to be more versatile. You do not have to only ask multiple 
choice. You can write a variety of questions in different styles on paper and 
hand them out to your customers to fill in. this gives you a better 
understanding of your customers specific needs and preferences.

Colour Schemes
When you are designing your product you need to be confident in 
experimenting with a range of methods for selecting colours. You are 
encouraged to explore with the different types.

T
SANS-SERIF: these
typeface have no
flicks on the ends of
the strokes which
make them plain
and easy to read.

T
OLD-STYLE: these
typefaces have little
wings called serifs at
the ends. This make
it look decorative
and easier to read
small texts,

T
SCRIPT: these typefaces
have letters that look
like that they have been
written by hand. This
makes the product look
more personal,

TDECORATIVE: these typefaces
use unique shapes for their
letters. They are often wacky
and creative. These are best
used to express a feeling or a
theme.

LEGIBILITY: how clear it is to identify a letter. 
If the font is messy and you cannot 
understand what letter you are reading then 
it would be described as illegible.

READABILITY: this describes how comfortable 
something is to read. Are you able to read a 
body of text without loosing your place?

Complementary colour schemes have a high contrast which means the colours 
stand out from each other making your graphics more exciting.

Analogous colour schemes have a high harmony as they are colour next to each 
other. This makes graphics merge easily with each other and artistic.

Triadic colour schemes are where colours are picked in a triangulated formation 
from the colour wheel which creates a balance and allows versatility.



YR9: RESISTANT MATERIAL
BOTTLE OPENER

Keywords:

Environment- the surroundings or conditions in which a person, animal, or plant lives or
operates.
Pollution- the presence in or introduction into the environment of a substance which has
harmful or poisonous effects.
Raw materials- the basic material from which a product is made.
Sustainable- Sustainable design seeks to reduce negative impacts on the environment, and
the health and comfort of building occupants.
Production- the making of a product.
Properties- Physical properties are the traits a material has before it is used, whereas working
properties are how the material behaves when it is manipulated.
Fashion- Fashion design is the art of applying design, aesthetics and natural beauty
to clothing and its accessories. They consider who is likely to wear a garment and the
situations in which it will be worn, and they work within a wide range of materials, colours,
patterns and styles.
Immoveable- not able to be moved.
Innovative- The use of new knowledge to offer a new product or service that customers
want.
Tolerance- Tolerance analysis is a name given to a number of approaches used today in
product design to understand how imperfections in parts as they are manufactured, and in
assemblies as they are put together, affect the capability of a product to meet customer
expectations.
Processing- A series of actions or steps taken in order to achieve a particular end.
Techniques- a way of carrying out a particular task, especially the execution or performance
of an artistic work or a scientific procedure.
Reinforce- Strengthen or support (an object or substance), especially with additional material.
Forming- Bring together parts or combine to create (something).
Function- Work or operate in a proper or particular way.
Iterative- Relating to or involving iteration, especially of a mathematical or computational 
process.

Information:

Recycling is the process of breaking down and re-using materials that would otherwise 
be thrown away as trash.
Recycling not only benefits the environment but also have a positive effect on the 
economy. Recycling is reported throughout human history but has come a long way since 
the time of Plato when humans re-used broken tools and pottery when materials were 
scarce.
Environmental Benefits
•By recycling people can prevent millions of tons of material from entering landfills saving 
space for garbage that cannot be re-purposed. Landfills not only pollute the environment 
but also hampers the beauty of the city.
•The pollutants that are released into the air and water can be greatly reduced with an 
increase in recycling.
•Greatly reduces the amount of energy used daily by not needing to produce new 
materials. In short, recycling reduces the greenhouse gas emissions into the atmosphere.
•If for absolutely nothing else, recycling keeps litter overflow to a minimum keeping the 
Earth looking beautiful.
•In terms of energy, a single light bulb can be powered for up to four hours with the 
energy saved from one recycled glass bottle.
•Conserves the Earth’s natural resources like raw materials, minerals, trees, etc.
Economic Benefits
•Properly run recycling programs cost the government, taxpayers, and business owners 
less money than waste programs.
•Studies show that by continuing to increase positive recycling habits, the United States 
can create over one million jobs annually.
•People can even make money by collecting approved materials to a nearby recycling 
facility that will pay for the product.
Common Recyclable Items
• Metal
•Aluminum foil
•Aluminum cans
•Steel and tin cans
•Paper and Cardboard



YR9: RESISTANT MATERIAL
BOTTLE OPENER

Designers/ Artists:
William Lyman-
• Born 1821 in  America.
• Inventor of the first rotating wheel can opener.
• Dedicated to improve household utensils.

Equipment:
Vacuum Former
PVC
Card
Markers
Pencil Colours
Craft Knives
Cutting Mats
Laser cutter
3D printer

Language- French

Positive- positif
Negative- negatif
Justify- justifier
Develop- developper
Drawing- dessin
Working- travail
Measuring- mesure
Subtracting- soustraction
Marking- marquage
High level- haut niveau
Independent- independante

Jobs/ Careers
• Director of design and innovation 
• Architecture 
• Production development executive. 

Universities/ collage
• Goldsmiths 
• London Collage of Fashion
• Royal Collage of Art

Countries:

USA
• 80% land is owned by the government.
• The flag is designed by a high student.
• There is no official language
• 100 acres of pizza is served everyday.
• Capital city is New York

Australia
• Get more snow then the Swiss
• Tasmania has the cleanest air in the world
• Fraser island is the largest island in the world.
• 80% of animals are unique to Australia
• 2.5 km of the Uluru (centre of Australia) is underground.

China 
• Has the largest population in the world.
• China belongs to the continent of Asia boarding a range of different 

countries. 
• China has the second largest economy.
• China has the largest man made structure in the world (the great wall of 

china)
• China was the third country to send a man to space. 

Materials:
Metals
Plastics
Paper
Card
Thermoplastic
Polymers
Acrylics
Wood 
Foam boards

Carlo Alessi
• Italian designer 
• Alessi’s mission is now one of translating its quest for the most advanced 

cultural, aesthetic, design and functional quality into mass production.
• Alessi worked with a range of different materials.

Thomas Edison
• American inventor
• Developed electric power generation
• Created the first light bulb.
• Thomas Edison made the first battery.
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Qui suis-je ?  - Year 9 French Knowledge Organiser 1  
 

Description 

physique 

Physical descriptions  

grand(e)/petit(e) tall/short 

mince/gros(se)  thin/fat 

beau/belle handsome/beautiful 

les cheveux blonds 

les cheveux bruns 

les cheveux noirs  

les cheveux roux 

blond hair 

brown hair 

black hair 

ginger hair  

les yeux bleus 

les yeux marrons  

les yeux verts 

blue eyes 

brown eyes 

green eyes  

Description de personnalité  Personality description  

Tu es comment? What are you like ? 

Ta famille est comment? What’s your family like? 

sympa Nice  

mignon(ne) Cute 

marrant(e)/drôle Funny 

charmant(e) charming 

égoïste  Selfish 

casse-pieds Annoying 

sévère  Strict  

méchant(e) mean/nasty 

tétu(e) stubborn 

Les relations familiales (reflexive verb) Family Relationships  

Tu t’entends bien avec ta famille ? Do you get on with your family? 

Je m’entends bien avec … I get on well with 

Je ne m’entends pas bien avec … I do not get on well with …  

Je me dispute avec .. I argue with.. 

Je me chamaille avec I bicker with  

Je m’amuse avec  I have fun with  

Une sortie (le passe compose)  Going out (the perfect tense) 

J’ai retrouvé mes amis en ville I met up with my friends in town 

J’ai fait du shopping I went shopping 

J’ai mangé dans un restaurant I ate in a restaurant 

J’ai acheté des vêtements I bought clothes 

J’ai vu un film I saw a film 

J’ai joué au parc I played in the park 

Je suis allé(e) au cinema I went to the cinema 

Je suis allé(e) au parc I went to the park 

J’ai passé une très bonne journée I had a very good day 

C’était fantastique/super/intéressant/ennuyeux It was fantastic/great/interesting/boring 

Ce n’était pas + adjectifs   It was not + adjectives  

Ma famille  My family 

Dans ma famille il y a… In my family there is… 

mon père  My dad 

ma mère   My mum  

mon frère   My brother  

Mon frere ainé/cadet My older/younger brother 

ma sœur  My sister  

Ma soeur ainée/cadette My older/younger sister 

mes grand parents  My grandparents  

mes cousins   My cousins  

mon oncle  My uncle  

ma tante  My aunty  
MON (m), MA (f), MES (pl) My 

Le verb ÊTRE  The verb TO BE 

Je suis grand(e) I am tall 

Tu es  You are 

Il/elle/on est  He/she/we is 

Nous sommes We are 

Vous êtes You (lot) are 

Ils/elles sont  They are(masculine/feminine)  

Je ne suis pas I am not 

3) le verbe AVOIR                                        The verb TO HAVE 

J’ai les cheveux bruns.  I have brown hair.  

J’ai I have 

Tu as You are 

Il/elle/on a He/she/we has  

Nous avons  We have 

Vous avez You (lot) have 

Ils / elles ont They have (masculine / 

feminine) 

Je n’ai pas de I do not have  
    

    



 

 

 

 

Scholar phrases  

Chez moi at mine’s (my house) 

Chez lui/chez elle at his/hers 

Chez nous at ours  

Chez eux at theirs  

I find it  

 

Je le trouve 

Je la trouve 

I find them Je les trouve 

I don’t think that it is 

 

Je ne pense pas que ce soit 

It’s necessary that I do Il faut que je fasse 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Comparative Structures  

Plus+adjective+que 

Eg.Ma sœur est plus gentille que mon frère. 

More+adjective+than 

My sister is kinder than my brother.  

It’s more interesting than….  C’est plus intéressant que 

Moins+adjective+que 

Eg. Mon frère est moins gentil que ma sœur.   

Less+adjective+than 

My brother is less kind that my sister.  

It’s less exciting than …. C’est moins passionnant que 

Aussi+adjective+que 

Eg.My sœur est aussi gentille que mon père 

Just as+adjective+than 

My sister is just as kind as my dad.  

It’s as fun as… C’est aussi drôle que 

I find that it’s better than… Je trouve que c’est mieux que… 

    

    

Linking words  Intensifiers Time phrases  Opinions and reasons   

et and très very  jamais never Je pense que … I think that… 

mais but trop too much  rarement  rarely  Pour moi .. For me … 

de plus moreover beaucoup (de) a lot quelquefois sometimes À mon avis In my opinion … 

aussi as well vraiment  really  de temps en 

temps 

from time to 

time  

comprehensive/-ive understanding  

quand/lorsque when  I am passionate 

about  

Je suis 

passionné(e) de 

une/deux fois 

par semaine 

once/twice a 

week  

fidèle loyal 

Cependant/Pourtant 

Toutefois/par contre 

however  I (really) love  J’adore 

(vraiment) 

tous les jours  everyday  honnête honest 

aussi also I’m a fan of  Je suis fan de toujours always  modeste modest 

D’un cote … d’un autre 

cote  

On one hand … 

on the other 

hand 

I really hate  J’ai horreur de Note: Never separate your 

subject and verb with one of 

these words. Eg. Je rarement 

retrouve mes amis. – Je retrouve 

rarement mes amis 

sensible 

respecte mes opinions 

écoute mes 

problèmes/secrets 

discute de tout avec moi 

 

Sensitive 

Respect my opinions 

Listens to my 

problems/secrets 

talks to me about 

everything  



Pour décrire une photo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Description d’une photo  

Qu’est ce qu’il y a dans la photo ? What is in the photo ? 

People – Dans l’image il y a quatre personnes. People – In the picture there are four people. 

Action – Ils sont en train de + infinitive Action – they are in the process of… 

Location – Ça se passe dans… Location – It takes place in… 

Mood – Ils ont l’air + adjective Mood – They seem + adjective 

Opinion – À mon avis… Opinion – In my opinion 

  

Au première plan / À l’arrière plan In the foreground / in the background 

À gauche/ À droite On the left / on the right 

Je peux voir I can see  

Il y a / il n’y a pas  There is / There isn’t 

  



Coniferous forest

Roughly 60 degrees north

Cold and dark winters but quite 
warm summers.  Coniferous trees 
are evergreen so photosynthesis 
occurs immediately after winter

Deciduous Forest

Roughly 50 degrees north 
– natural ecosystem for UK

Trees shed leaves in winter 
to retain moisture.  The 
climate is moderate.  Few 
extremes of temperature, 
mostly mild and moist 
climate.

Polar/tundra

Arctic and Antarctic – high 
latitudes (Canada and Siberia)

Extremely cold throughout 
the year.  Brief summers.  
Limited precipitation – Polar 
Cell high pressure).  Very 
fragile environment, easily 
damaged

Tropical grassland (Savanna)

Between 15-30 degrees north 
and south

Characterised by distinct wet and 
dry seasons.  Fires are common 
in the dry season.  

Tropical Rainforest

Across the equator and up to 5 
degrees either side of the 
equator

Concentrated energy from the 
Sun heats the moist air, which 
rises to produce heavy rainfall. 
This combined with high 
temperatures, means the 
conditions are ideal for plant 
growth. Rainforests cover 6% 
of the Earth’s land surface. 
Over 50% of the world’s plants 
and animals live in this 
ecosystem. 

As you go away from the equator it gets colder.  Why?

The sun is directly overhead at the equator because it is concentrated over a smaller 
area it supplies more heat/radiation making it hotter

The sun in the tundra is at a much lower angle than at the equator so its energy is 
spread over a much larger area.

Much of the tundra is covered in snow which reflects the sun's energy whereas 
tropical regions have less reflection of sun's energy.

Hot damp conditions allow for 
rapid decomposition from leaves 
that fall.  Plentiful nutrients are 
easily absorbed by leaves

Nutrients are in high demand and 
don’t stay close to the surface for 
very long.

Consumers (herbivores) eat plants. 
When they die nutrients are 
returned to the soil by 
decomposers. Nutrients are quickly 
recycled.

GEOGRAPHY



When deforestation takes place the water cycle is affected.  Trees are removed so water reaches the 
ground quickly.  Heavy raindrops erode the soil by splashing.  Large amounts of water will cause flooding 
and soil erosion.  Soil washed away will fill rivers and lakes with silt.  The lack of trees means that 
evapotranspiration cannot take place.  This leads to reduced water in the atmosphere leading to reduced 
rainfall. 

Causes of deforestation

Mining In the Amazon there is the largest iron-ore mine in the world. In Brazil, mineral such as 
gold, bauxite and copper are mined extensively, causing huge scars in the landscape 
and polluting rivers

Farming commercial cattle ranching and growing crops such as soyabeans, oil palms and 
bananas (monoculture).  Slash and burn farming, for example subsistence farmers 
clear the forest by burning. Nutrients in the soil are soon depleted. The land is 
abandoned, and another patch of the forest cleared.

Communication Roads and railways, for example In Brazil the Trans-Amazonian Highway stretches for 
some 4,000 kilometers through the rainforest. 

Logging expensive woods, such as mahogany, are exported across the world.  Illegal logging is 
widespread in Brazil.  

Energy Electricity supplies, for example hydroelectric schemes require the construction of 
huge dams such as the Tucuruí Dam in Brazil.

Positive impact of deforestation
Profits help Brazil become richer.
Long-term jobs.
Resettlement provides better way of life

Negative impacts of deforestation
Animals lost habitats.
Changes in climate.
Erosion and desertification
Native Indians lost homeland, culture and way of life.

Solutions to deforestation

Stopping illegal logging: given the remoteness of rainforest 
areas, illegal logging can easily go on unnoticed. It is still 
happening on a large scale. However, satellites and drones 
are now helping to monitor this. 
Agroforestry: this involves combining crops and trees, by 
allowing crops to be grown in carefully controlled, cleared 
areas within the rainforest, and by growing rainforest trees 
on plantations outside the rainforest. 
Replanting: a project in the Atlantic rainforest of Brazil 
(REGUA) has shown it is possible to recreate a forest cover 
almost like the original. This is done by collecting seeds from 
remaining patches of primary forest, growing the seeds into 
saplings in nurseries and then planting the saplings back in 
the deforested areas

GEOGRAPHY



Coniferous forest

Roughly 60 degrees north

Cold and dark winters but quite 
warm summers.  Coniferous trees 
are evergreen so photosynthesis 
occurs immediately after winter

Deciduous Forest

Roughly 50 degrees north 
– natural ecosystem for UK

Trees shed leaves in winter 
to retain moisture.  The 
climate is moderate.  Few 
extremes of temperature, 
mostly mild and moist 
climate.

Polar/tundra

Arctic and Antarctic – high 
latitudes (Canada and Siberia)

Extremely cold throughout 
the year.  Brief summers.  
Limited precipitation – Polar 
Cell high pressure).  Very 
fragile environment, easily 
damaged

Tropical grassland (Savanna)

Between 15-30 degrees north 
and south

Characterised by distinct wet and 
dry seasons.  Fires are common 
in the dry season.  

Tropical Rainforest

Across the equator and up to 5 
degrees either side of the 
equator

Concentrated energy from the 
Sun heats the moist air, which 
rises to produce heavy rainfall. 
This combined with high 
temperatures, means the 
conditions are ideal for plant 
growth. Rainforests cover 6% 
of the Earth’s land surface. 
Over 50% of the world’s plants 
and animals live in this 
ecosystem. 

As you go away from the equator it gets colder.  Why?

The sun is directly overhead at the equator because it is concentrated over a smaller 
area it supplies more heat/radiation making it hotter

The sun in the tundra is at a much lower angle than at the equator so its energy is 
spread over a much larger area.

Much of the tundra is covered in snow which reflects the sun's energy whereas 
tropical regions have less reflection of sun's energy.

Hot damp conditions allow for 
rapid decomposition from leaves 
that fall.  Plentiful nutrients are 
easily absorbed by leaves

Nutrients are in high demand and 
don’t stay close to the surface for 
very long.

Consumers (herbivores) eat plants. 
When they die nutrients are 
returned to the soil by 
decomposers. Nutrients are quickly 
recycled.
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When deforestation takes place the water cycle is affected.  Trees are removed so water reaches the 
ground quickly.  Heavy raindrops erode the soil by splashing.  Large amounts of water will cause flooding 
and soil erosion.  Soil washed away will fill rivers and lakes with silt.  The lack of trees means that 
evapotranspiration cannot take place.  This leads to reduced water in the atmosphere leading to reduced 
rainfall. 

Causes of deforestation

Mining In the Amazon there is the largest iron-ore mine in the world. In Brazil, mineral such as 
gold, bauxite and copper are mined extensively, causing huge scars in the landscape 
and polluting rivers

Farming commercial cattle ranching and growing crops such as soyabeans, oil palms and 
bananas (monoculture).  Slash and burn farming, for example subsistence farmers 
clear the forest by burning. Nutrients in the soil are soon depleted. The land is 
abandoned, and another patch of the forest cleared.

Communication Roads and railways, for example In Brazil the Trans-Amazonian Highway stretches for 
some 4,000 kilometers through the rainforest. 

Logging expensive woods, such as mahogany, are exported across the world.  Illegal logging is 
widespread in Brazil.  

Energy Electricity supplies, for example hydroelectric schemes require the construction of 
huge dams such as the Tucuruí Dam in Brazil.

Positive impact of deforestation
Profits help Brazil become richer.
Long-term jobs.
Resettlement provides better way of life

Negative impacts of deforestation
Animals lost habitats.
Changes in climate.
Erosion and desertification
Native Indians lost homeland, culture and way of life.

Solutions to deforestation

Stopping illegal logging: given the remoteness of rainforest 
areas, illegal logging can easily go on unnoticed. It is still 
happening on a large scale. However, satellites and drones 
are now helping to monitor this. 
Agroforestry: this involves combining crops and trees, by 
allowing crops to be grown in carefully controlled, cleared 
areas within the rainforest, and by growing rainforest trees 
on plantations outside the rainforest. 
Replanting: a project in the Atlantic rainforest of Brazil 
(REGUA) has shown it is possible to recreate a forest cover 
almost like the original. This is done by collecting seeds from 
remaining patches of primary forest, growing the seeds into 
saplings in nurseries and then planting the saplings back in 
the deforested areas
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Volcano: Fact file

Location: Volcán de Fuego, Guatemala 
Date of eruption: Has been erupting 
continuously since 2002. In October 
and November 2017, explosive lava 
flows poured down the volcano and 
ash rose 5 km into the sky. Impact: 
Luckily, no one was injured; however, 
volcanic ash fall was reported in 
villages as far as 90 km away. 

Earthquake: Fact file 

Location: Van, Turkey 
Date: October 2011 
Impact: Killed more than 570 people. 
Thousands of buildings in Van and 
other nearby towns, were destroyed. 
The earthquake was felt hundreds of 
miles from the point where the 
earthquake struck and it was followed 
by another earthquake 24 hours later.

Theory of continental drift

In 1912, Alfred Wegener, a German meteorologist, put forward a theory known as continental drift. He argued that, 
millions of years ago the continents that we know today were joined together into one supercontinent called 
Pangea. Wegener proposed that Pangea formed about 299 million years ago and over time it split into smaller land 
masses (see A). These continents have been drifting apart and together ever since.

Evidence of continental drift 

Shape of the 
continents

The continents fit together like a jigsaw puzzle, look 
at Africa and South America.

Fossils Fossils dinosaurs found on east coast of South 
America and West coast of Africa.  Animal couldn’t 
swim or fly so could only be in both places if 
continents were joined.

coal Coal is created in tropical equatorial forest 
environments.  Now found in cold areas away from 
the equator so it must have moved.

The sea floor

During World War II, the United States Navy mapped the ocean floor for the first time in order to find enemy 
submarines. This mapping discovered huge mountain ranges that formed a continuous chain down the centre of 
the ocean floors. These mountain ranges are called mid- ocean ridges . They also discovered ocean trenches – long, 
narrow and very deep depressions near the edges of some continents. Scientists began to wonder if it was possible 
that a new ocean floor was being created at the ridges, pushing apart the continents on either side. 

Mountain belts

Mountain belts are found in many parts of the world; they are often made of sedimentary rocks that have been 
folded upwards and fractured by forces in the lithosphere. The world’s main mountain belts are the most recently 
created. Some are still rising, folding and fracturing.

The Earth is made up of 4 layers

The outer layer is called the 
lithosphere. It is 50 km to 200 km in 
thickness. This has a thin, upper layer 
of rock on top, called ‘the crust’, 
which is 5 km to 30 km thick. This is 
the layer immediately beneath our 
feet. Like the shell of an egg, the 
lithosphere is brittle and can break. 

Next is the mantle, it is a much thicker 
mass of rock called magma. The rocks 
here are hot enough to flow. 

Below that is the liquid outer core.

The inner core, at the centre of the 
Earth, is the hottest part. It is mostly 
solid and made of iron and nickel.



What causes plates to move?

The processes by which tectonic plates move are 
still debated among scientists and geographers. 
Since the Earth’s internal heat comes from deep 
within the mantle, it was thought that convection 
currents in the mantle might cause the 
lithospheric plates to move. This theory is now 
being challenged. Modern imaging techniques 
have been unable to identify convection currents 
in the mantle that are large enough to cause 
plates to move. Now scientists believe the 
movement is caused by two forces. The key force 
is slab pull. As the oceanic lithosphere sinks at a 
subduction zone, it is thought that the weight of 
the cold slab of rock pulls the whole plate along 
and down, like a coat falling off a table. Once the 
coat starts to move off the table it speeds up as 
gravity pulls it down. 

Constructive or divergent plate boundaries These occur where two 
lithospheric plates are forced apart. Magma rises and the hot 
rocks melt, forming a ridge of volcanoes and new oceanic 
lithosphere. As the plates move further apart, new ocean 
lithosphere is continually being created and the ocean floor gets 
wider. As this builds up it forms a mid-ocean ridge.

Destructive or convergent plate boundaries These occur when 
lithospheric plates move together. The results are different 
depending on whether the lithospheric plates are oceanic, 
continental or one of each. If an oceanic lithospheric plate moves 
towards a continental lithospheric plate, the heavier oceanic plate 
sinks beneath the continental plate, into the mantle. This often 
causes ocean trenches to form. The continental plate is forced up 
by the impact and the folding and faulting forms mountain belts. 
This area of movement of oceanic plate below the continental plate 
is called a subduction zone. As it sinks, pressure increases, which 
can trigger violent earthquakes. At the same time, partial melting of 
the rock produces magma, which rises towards the surface of the 
continental plate, forming a line of volcanoes. 

Where two continental plates collide, they buckle, fracture and 
push upwards to form high mountain belts. The pressure pushing 
them together can cause severe earthquakes, but not volcanoes.

Conservative or transform plate boundaries At these boundaries, 
two plates slide slowly past each other. Friction causes the two 
plates to stick together and pressure builds up. When the friction is 
overcome, the sudden movement at the boundary creates a severe 
earthquake. As crust is neither created nor destroyed, there are no 
volcanoes at these boundaries.

focus

Volcanoes are 
openings or 
cracks in the 
lithosphere 
where magma 
from inside the 
Earth can 
escape onto 
the surface.

Preparing for an earthquake 

Earthquakes don’t happen that often. Many people in an earthquake 
area may never have felt one. In some countries that are within 
earthquake zones a lot can also be done to reduce and manage the risk. 
Guidance and support is published to help people prepare. People may 
well stay in an earthquake zone if they think they have taken proper 
precautions. In Europe, North America and Japan improvements in 
forecasting, safer buildings, and emergency drills have greatly reduced 
the number of deaths from these events. 
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Date of eruption: Has been erupting 
continuously since 2002. In October 
and November 2017, explosive lava 
flows poured down the volcano and 
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Luckily, no one was injured; however, 
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villages as far as 90 km away. 
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Date: October 2011 
Impact: Killed more than 570 people. 
Thousands of buildings in Van and 
other nearby towns, were destroyed. 
The earthquake was felt hundreds of 
miles from the point where the 
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by another earthquake 24 hours later.
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millions of years ago the continents that we know today were joined together into one supercontinent called 
Pangea. Wegener proposed that Pangea formed about 299 million years ago and over time it split into smaller land 
masses (see A). These continents have been drifting apart and together ever since.

Evidence of continental drift 

Shape of the 
continents

The continents fit together like a jigsaw puzzle, look 
at Africa and South America.

Fossils Fossils dinosaurs found on east coast of South 
America and West coast of Africa.  Animal couldn’t 
swim or fly so could only be in both places if 
continents were joined.

coal Coal is created in tropical equatorial forest 
environments.  Now found in cold areas away from 
the equator so it must have moved.

The sea floor

During World War II, the United States Navy mapped the ocean floor for the first time in order to find enemy 
submarines. This mapping discovered huge mountain ranges that formed a continuous chain down the centre of 
the ocean floors. These mountain ranges are called mid- ocean ridges . They also discovered ocean trenches – long, 
narrow and very deep depressions near the edges of some continents. Scientists began to wonder if it was possible 
that a new ocean floor was being created at the ridges, pushing apart the continents on either side. 

Mountain belts

Mountain belts are found in many parts of the world; they are often made of sedimentary rocks that have been 
folded upwards and fractured by forces in the lithosphere. The world’s main mountain belts are the most recently 
created. Some are still rising, folding and fracturing.

The Earth is made up of 4 layers

The outer layer is called the 
lithosphere. It is 50 km to 200 km in 
thickness. This has a thin, upper layer 
of rock on top, called ‘the crust’, 
which is 5 km to 30 km thick. This is 
the layer immediately beneath our 
feet. Like the shell of an egg, the 
lithosphere is brittle and can break. 

Next is the mantle, it is a much thicker 
mass of rock called magma. The rocks 
here are hot enough to flow. 

Below that is the liquid outer core.

The inner core, at the centre of the 
Earth, is the hottest part. It is mostly 
solid and made of iron and nickel.



What causes plates to move?

The processes by which tectonic plates move are 
still debated among scientists and geographers. 
Since the Earth’s internal heat comes from deep 
within the mantle, it was thought that convection 
currents in the mantle might cause the 
lithospheric plates to move. This theory is now 
being challenged. Modern imaging techniques 
have been unable to identify convection currents 
in the mantle that are large enough to cause 
plates to move. Now scientists believe the 
movement is caused by two forces. The key force 
is slab pull. As the oceanic lithosphere sinks at a 
subduction zone, it is thought that the weight of 
the cold slab of rock pulls the whole plate along 
and down, like a coat falling off a table. Once the 
coat starts to move off the table it speeds up as 
gravity pulls it down. 

Constructive or divergent plate boundaries These occur where two 
lithospheric plates are forced apart. Magma rises and the hot 
rocks melt, forming a ridge of volcanoes and new oceanic 
lithosphere. As the plates move further apart, new ocean 
lithosphere is continually being created and the ocean floor gets 
wider. As this builds up it forms a mid-ocean ridge.

Destructive or convergent plate boundaries These occur when 
lithospheric plates move together. The results are different 
depending on whether the lithospheric plates are oceanic, 
continental or one of each. If an oceanic lithospheric plate moves 
towards a continental lithospheric plate, the heavier oceanic plate 
sinks beneath the continental plate, into the mantle. This often 
causes ocean trenches to form. The continental plate is forced up 
by the impact and the folding and faulting forms mountain belts. 
This area of movement of oceanic plate below the continental plate 
is called a subduction zone. As it sinks, pressure increases, which 
can trigger violent earthquakes. At the same time, partial melting of 
the rock produces magma, which rises towards the surface of the 
continental plate, forming a line of volcanoes. 

Where two continental plates collide, they buckle, fracture and 
push upwards to form high mountain belts. The pressure pushing 
them together can cause severe earthquakes, but not volcanoes.

Conservative or transform plate boundaries At these boundaries, 
two plates slide slowly past each other. Friction causes the two 
plates to stick together and pressure builds up. When the friction is 
overcome, the sudden movement at the boundary creates a severe 
earthquake. As crust is neither created nor destroyed, there are no 
volcanoes at these boundaries.
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openings or 
cracks in the 
lithosphere 
where magma 
from inside the 
Earth can 
escape onto 
the surface.

Preparing for an earthquake 

Earthquakes don’t happen that often. Many people in an earthquake 
area may never have felt one. In some countries that are within 
earthquake zones a lot can also be done to reduce and manage the risk. 
Guidance and support is published to help people prepare. People may 
well stay in an earthquake zone if they think they have taken proper 
precautions. In Europe, North America and Japan improvements in 
forecasting, safer buildings, and emergency drills have greatly reduced 
the number of deaths from these events. 



Bower Park Academy History Department. 

Year 9 Autumn 1 Knowledge Organiser. 

Key Topic: Weimar Germany; 1918-1929 

Topic Specific Terminology: 

Summary: 

Germany after the First World War had many challenges… 

 They had lost the war 

 They had to accept the Allied terms of surrender 

 Their Kaiser had abdicated 

 There were political uprisings  

 The German economy crashed & money became worth-

less (this is called Hyperinflation) 

 The French had taken over their richest area 

However, a politician called Gustav Stresemann did a lot to 

help Germany in this time and from the mid 1920’s, life in 

Germany seemed to be getting a lot better.  

Kaiser The German Emperor 

Weimar Town in Germany where the new Government 

were set up after the First World War 

Hyperinflation An economic problem where money in the 

country loses its worth.  

Rentenmark New currency introduced by Stresemann 

Reparations Compensation for damage caused by war. 

League of Na-

tions 

International organisation set up after the First 

World War. Frontrunner of the United Nations. 

Ruhr Very rich/industrial area in West Germany 

Freikorps Ex-soldiers who formed their own “gangs” 

Article 48 Emergency Powers in the German Constitution. 

Key Historical Words: 

Treaty An agreement made between countries 

Abdicated To give up your power/throne 

Republic Country without a monarch 

Constitution The rules and laws that decide how a 

country is run 

Proportional 

Representation 

Where the % of votes a political party 

gets directly results in the % of seats 

Economic problems (Invasion of the Ruhr & Hyperinflation). 

Losing the war & paying reparations put Germany into terri-

ble economic crisis. In Jan’ 1923, the Germans couldn’t afford 

their reparations so the French invaded the Ruhr to take 

goods for themselves. German workers went on strike & the 

Government printed lots of German money to try to solve the 

problem.  This resulted in the German currency becoming 

completely worthless (hyperinflation). Many people lost ab-

solutely everything & blamed the Government for this. How-

ever, some members of society did benefit from this.   

Gustav Stresemann & the Recovery in the 1920s. 

Stresemann was the German Chancellor & Foreign Minister in 

the 1920s and did lots to fix the issues. The first area he ad-

dressed was the broken German Economy. Stresemann did 3 

things to fix this... 

The Treaty of Versailles 

After Germany lost the War to the Allies (Britain, France and the 

USA) they had to accept peace terms. The conditions were ex-

tremely harsh on Germany and can be remember using the word 

TRAWL… 

 T:  Territory. Germany lost all her colonies and lots of other rich 

land to other countries in Europe. 

 R: Reparations. Germany had to pay reparations to Britain, 

France & USA. This was £6.6 billion. 

 A: Armaments: Germany had her army, navy and air force cut 

down. E.g. they were only allowed 100,000 soldiers. 

 W: War Guilt: Germany had to accept responsibility for starting 

the war. This was embarrassing. 

 L: League of Nations: Germany was not allowed into the newly 

formed League of Nations. 

New cur-

rency, 1923 

Stresemann introduced a new currency called the 

Rentenmark to replace the worthless old money.  

The Dawes 

Plan, 1924 

US banks lent Germany $25billion to spend on 

industry. They also reduced yearly payments of 

The Young 

Plan, 1929 

This reduced the reparations payment from £6.6b 

to £2.2b. Germany also were given longer to make 

the payments.  

Locarno 

Pact, 1925 

Agreement between Germany, Britain, France & 

Italy to accept borders. 

League of 

Nations 

In 1926, Germany were allowed to join the League 

of Nations. 

Kellogg-

Briand Pact 

In 1928, 62 countries agreed not to use war to 

solve disputes in future.  

Constitutional Problems 

As the Kaiser had abdicated, Germany had to write a brand 

new Constitution. This new Constitution used Proportional 

Representation which was very democratic and fair but 

also had its problems. P.R. led to coalition governments 

that were unstable. The President often just used Article 48 

to pass laws on his own.  

Uprisings from left and right 

The new Government faced uprisings from 2 groups: 

From 1929, Stresemann was Foreign Minister and did 3 things 

to help Germany’s political stability and to increase confi-

dence in Germany at home and abroad… 

These changes also led to an improvement in living standards 

for Germans and a boom in German culture. However, many 

groups (such as the Nazis) opposed these changes.  

The Spartacists The Freikorps 

These were a left-wing group 

who wanted Germany to be-

come Communist. Crushed by 

These were a Right-wing group 

made up of ex-soldiers. They 

were stopped by a general 



Bower Park Academy History Department. 

Year 9 Autumn 1 Knowledge Organiser. 

Key Topic: The Rise of Hitler & the Nazi Party 

Topic Specific Terminology: 

Summary: 

Adolf Hitler had been devastated by the German loss in the 

war and hated the Treaty of Versailles signed afterwards. 

He joined the Nazi party in 1919 and quickly became their 

leader, guiding them with his beliefs. Despite a failed 

“Putsch” in 1923, the Nazi Party grew in size in the 1920s 

despite their vote decreasing. In 1929, the Wall St. Crash 

put Germany back into economic crisis. This gave Hitler & 

his Nazi party the opportunity to take advantage of the 

mess and their support grew & grew. By Jan’ 1933, Hitler 

had become Chancellor of Germany and by Aug’ 1934, Hit-

ler had complete control of Germany.  

Putsch A swift, often violent takeover or power.  

Mein Kampf Hitler’s book “My Struggle”. Lays out Hitler’s 

plans for a greater Germany & his problems with 

the Jewish race. 

The S.A. The military section of the Nazis. Nicknamed 

Brownshirts & used to threaten Nazi opponents. 

They were led by Ernst Röhm. 

Reichstag The German Government Building in Berlin. 

Fuhrer German for Leader. This was the title Hitler gave 

himself after the death of Hindenburg. 

Chancellor Second most important position in Germany 

(below the President). 

Hitler becomes Chancellor 

There were 5 main steps that allowed Hitler to become the 

Chancellor of German… 

1). The Wall St. Crash. The stock market in the US crashed in 

October 1929. America recalled the loans and Germany un-

derwent economic crisis again.  

2). Hitler’s use of propaganda. Hitler used excellent propagan-

da techniques to gain support from all areas of society. 

3). Hitler’s promises. The Nazis promised to get people heir 

jobs back, to make Germany strong & to undo the Treaty of 

Versailles. This was part of the 25-Point programme. 

4). Hitler’s use of violence. Hitler used his S.A. to threaten any 

oppositional groups into silence OR to support him.  

5). He was invited. Eventually, the Nazis had so many votes 

that the President had to invite Hitler to become Chancellor. 

Hitler becomes Fuhrer 

Once he was Chancellor, there were 6 steps Hitler took to 

become President of Germany. 

1). The Reichstag Fire; In Feb 1933, a Dutch Communist was 

blamed for burning the Reichstag. This gave Hitler an excuse 

to arrest & imprison other political opponents.  

2). The March Elections & the Enabling Act; An election was 

called in March. With many opponents out of the way, the 

Nazis got the majority of seats. He then used his power in 

Parliament to pass the Enabling Act which allowed the Nazis 

to pass any laws they wanted without opposition. 

4). Elimination of political opposition; Hitler then passed laws 

that banned other political parties & trades unions. 

5). The Night of the Long Knives; Hitler then dealt ruthlessly 

with opposition within the S.A. by arresting/killing members. 

6). Death of President Hindenburg; With Hindenburg dead, 

Hitler made himself Fuhrer of all of Germany. 

The Munich Putsch—8th to 9th November 1923 

In November 1923, Hitler believed that Germany was in such 

crisis that the Nazi party would be able to take control by force. 

With 600 members of the S.A. Hitler stormed into a political 

meeting taking place in a Beer Hall and, holding the speaker at 

gunpoint, told all in the meeting that they must support him in 

becoming President. As Hitler & his 3,000 supported marched in 

Munich, the police arrived and a shoot-out broke out. Hitler was 

caught 2 days later and arrested.  

As a result of the Munich Putsch, the Nazi Party were banned. 

However, Hitler used the trial to publicise his views & became 

famous very quickly. He used his (short) time in prison to write 

Mein Kampf. The failure also made Hitler realise that they need-

ed to be more organised if they wanted to take control of Ger-

many and that using violence wasn’t enough; they’d have to use 

legal methods too.  

The Early Nazi Party 

Hitler joined the National Socialist German Workers’ Party 

in 1919. He became leader in 1921 and, along with Drexler 

(the founder of the Nazi Party) came up with his 25-point 

programme which showed his beliefs. They included… 

Get rid of the Treaty of Versailles/Everybody should have a 

job/build up the German Army/no Jews may be citizens of 

Germany/Germany needs to expand it’s land/all citizens 

have equal rights & duties. 

On top of this, Hitler was very appealing to Gemans. He 

was a very strong leader, used propaganda to spread his 

messages extremely well, he was fantastic at giving 

speeches and the Nazis used lots of technology to engage 

with the people of Germany.  



Graphs, Equations 

and Shapes

Solving Inequalities

1) Show the region satisfying x > 2,   

y > - 1 and x + y < 5

2) 2x + 4 < x – 3

3) x² - 7x + 12 ≥ 0

Simultaneous Equations

1) Two sandwiches and a juice cost 

£3.40. Four sandwiches and three 

juices cost £7.20. What is the cost 

of a sandwich.

2) Solve: y = x + 4

y = x² + 4x

3) Solve: x² + y² = 34

y = x + 8 

Types of Graphs

Match the equation to its graph:

Graph (letter) Equation

y = 2x – 5

y = 
5

𝑥

y = 2x3

y = x2 – 6

y = 7 - x

ED yy

xx

A y

x

B y

x

C y

x

6

y

5

4

3

2

1

x

-2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

-1

-2

nth Term

Find the nth term of the following 

sequences

1) 5, 8, 11, 14, 17, …

2) 9, 14, 19, 24, 29, …

3) 3, 9, 15, 21, 27, …

4) 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, …

5) Find the first three terms of the 

sequence with nth term 3n - 2

6)   Find the first three terms of the 

sequence with nth term 2n + 4

Graphs 

1) Identify gradient and y intercept: 

a) y = 4x – 3  b)  y = 6 – 2x 

2) Plot y = 3x – 5 

3) Plot y = 3 – 2x 

6

y

5

4

3

2

1

x

-2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

-1

-2

2 cm

7 cm

4 cm

4 cm

10 cm

Volume and Surface Area

Calculate the volume and surface area 

of the following:

1)

2)

Maths KO Year 9 



Theme and Variations - A style of composition that first 

presents a basic theme and then develops and alters that theme 

in successive statements.

Round/Canon - A part song or instrumental piece which starts 

off with a single voice or instrument on the tune, followed at 

intervals by the other voices which enter individually and 

perform exactly the same melody, thus forming a polyphonic 

harmony out of a simple melody.

Drone - Any note performed throughout a composition as a 

sustaining bass note.

Minor chord - A triad built up of the root note, 3 semitones 

higher, and then 4 semitones higher. It has a dark sounding 

quality. 

Major chord - A triad built up of the root note, 4 semitones 

higher, and then 3 semitones higher. It has a bright sounding 

quality. 

Ostinato/Ostinati - a continually repeated musical phrase or 

rhythm.

Ornamentation - To decorate a melody with additional notes.

Retrograde - A series of notes played backwards. Retrograde 

inversion is a series of notes played backwards and upside-

down.

Counter melody - A second which subordinate melodic line 

sometimes found in music which has a melody and an 

accompaniment.

Inversion - A chord where the root note is not the lowest in pitch. 

Minor 7th chord - Any seventh chord in 

which the third is a minor above the root.

Arpeggios - A chord with notes played in 

rapid succession, usually ascending, each 

note being sustained as the others are 

played.

Pachelbel’s Canon - A piece of music 

which was written by Johann Pachelbel in 

the 1600s. 

Texture - How many layers a piece of 

music has. 

Melody - A combination of individual notes 

which are played one after the other. 

Crotchet - A note lasting for 

one beat. 

Minim - A note lasting for two 

beats.

Dotted minim - A note lasting 

for three beats. 

Semibreve - A note lasting for 

four beats. 

Tie - Indicates that the two 

notes joined together are to be 

played as one note.

Slur - To play notes smoothly. 

MUSIC

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seventh_chord


Year 7 Athletics Knowledge Organiser

Track events

1 Sprinting 100m, 110 metre hurdles, 200m, 400m, 400m 
hurdles

2 Middle distance  800m, 1500m

3 Long distance 3,000m steeple chase, 5000m, 10,0000m

4 Relay 4 x 100 metres
4 x 400 metres 

Track disqualifications

1 False start Moving before the starter has started the race

2 Lanes You must not run outside of your lane at any time

3 Dropping the baton During a relay race, you must not drop the baton 

4 Pushing  During middle distance races, you must not make contact with any of the 
other runners on purpose

Running technique

1 Sprinting ‐ Driving your arms, with your fingers pointed
‐ Driving your knees high
‐ Head up, looking down the track

2 Middle 
distance

‐ Judging the pace of the race
‐ Saving enough energy for a sprint finish at the end

3 Sprint
start

‘On your marks’
‐ Rear knee should be in line with your front foot
‐ Form a ‘V’ behind the line with your hands
‐ Arms shoulder width apart, slightly ahead of hands
‘Get set’
‐ Raise hips higher than shoulders
‐ Lift legs at the knees
‐ Body weight on hands and feet equally

4 Relay ‐ Facing forward, with your hand out ready
‐ Use a command word so that the next runner starts to 
move
‐ ‘upsweep’ / ‘down sweep’ motion to receive the baton
‐ ‘left to right’ or ‘right to left’ exchanging of baton

Field events

Event Teaching points Visual Guidance

1 Shot
Putt

‐ Stand side on
‐ Make sure you have a ‘Dirty neck/fingers, clean palm’
‐ Chin, Knee, Toe are all in line
‐ Aiming at a 45 degree angle
‐ Moving from low to high when releasing the shot
‐ Keep your elbow high

2 Javelin ‐ Stand side on
‐ Arm is extended full behind you
‐ The tip of the javelin in your line of vision
‐ Back leg bent, with your weight on this leg
‐ Elbow comes through first
‐ Forearm is extended
‐ Release just above head height

3 High
jump
(Fosbury 
Flop)

‐ Drive knee upwards on leg closest to the bar
‐ Rotate hips so your back is towards the bar
‐ Reach arm closest to the bar upwards
‐ Arch back and bring legs together
‐ Bend knees and lift feet over the bar
‐ Tuck chin in to chest and land on back

4 Long 
jump

‐ One footed take‐off
‐ Keep looking ahead, not at the take‐off board
‐ Rotate your body, while in the air, to a ‘banana’ shape 
(known as the hang technique)
‐ Arms should be above your head 
‐ Legs hanging down
‐ Bend knees when landing to soften the impact
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Year 7  asket all Knowledge Organiser

Rules

1 Double Dribble hen you bounce the ball, stop and hold the ball with both hands, and 
then bounce the ball again

2 Travelling alking or running with the ball without bouncing it

3 3 second rule nside the opposition’s key for more than 3 seconds without the ball

4 Backcourt 
violation

Once the offence has brought the ball across the halfway line, they 
cannot go back across the line during possession

5 Free throw Awarded when fouled in the key

assing

1 Chest 
Pass

‐ Start with the ball at your chest
‐ Hands in a ‘ ’ shape behind the ball
‐ Push out from your chest
‐ Player receives the ball at their chest

2 Overhead 
Pass

‐ Can be performed using one or two hands
‐ Performed above the head
‐ The further behind your head you start, the more 
power generated
‐ Used to pass the ball a long distance or over players

3 Bounce 
Pass

‐ Start with the ball at your chest
‐ Push the ball down towards the floor
‐ One bounce, where the player receives it in their chest
‐ Performed to get under or around players

hooting

1 Set Shot B  Balance  your feet are shoulder width apart
E  Eyes on where you are shooting
E  Elbow at 0 degree
F  Follow through with your hand

2 Jump shot ‐ A set shot that is performed while jumping

3 Lay‐up ‐ Performed with a 2 step run up
‐ Approach the basket from 45 degrees
‐ Use one hand
‐ Aim for the top corner of the small black square 
on the back board

ourt lines

Key  oca ulary

1 Dribbling Bouncing the ball continuously with one hand while walking or 
running down the court

2 Defence hen your team does not have the ball and you have to defend

3 Offence  The team that is attacking and trying to score a basket 

4 Player 
positons

Point Guard, Defensive Guard, Center, Offensive forward and 
Defensive Forward

A Baseline

B Key

C 3 point line

D Half way line

E Side line

F Free throw line

Regulations

1 Players Each team has 5 players on court

2 Time periods 4 quarters of 12 minutes

3 Points  1 point awarded from the free throw line
2 points if you shoot from inside the 3 point line
3 points if you shoot from outside the 3 point 
line
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Year 7 Foot all Knowledge Organiser

Rules

1 Handball ‐ Only the keeper is allowed to use their hands
‐ Free kick awarded if the ball is handled by an outfield player

2 Offside ‐ hen there is only 1 player between the goal line and the ball

3 Free Kick ‐ Awarded when a player is fouled on the pitch, outside of the 
penalty area

4 Penalty ‐ hen fouled in the oppositions box
‐ Taken from the penalty spot

5 Goal Kick ‐ Taken from the   yard line
‐ hen attacking team kicks ball behind the goal

Throw on ‐ Ball goes off the side of the pitch, 
‐ Throw on to the opposite team

Corner ‐ Ball goes off the end of the pitch off of a defender
‐ Taken from the corner of the pitch

8 Centre ‐ Games kick off in the centre of the pitch
‐ The opposite team also have a centre kick after a goal is scored

Techniques kills   Tactics

1 Short Pass ‐ Use the inside of your foot
‐ Place your standing leg next to the ball for balance
‐ Follow through with your kicking leg in the direction you are passing

2 Long Pass ‐ Use your laces or the upper (toes) inside of your foot
‐ Use a longer back swing of your kicking leg to generate power
‐ Place your standing leg next to the ball for balance
‐ Follow through with your kicking leg in the direction you are passing

3 Heading ‐ Used to defend, pass or shoot with the ball
‐ Can be done by standing, jumping or diving
‐ Use your head to guide the ball where you want it to go

4 Shooting ‐ Use the inside of the foot to guide the ball 
‐ Use your laces to generate power
‐ Use your head to direct the ball in the air towards goal

5 Dribbling ‐ Keep the ball close to your feet
‐ Use the inside and/or outside of your foot
‐ Look up when you are dribbling so you see where you are going
‐ Allows the player in possession to get round an opponent

Crossing ‐ A medium to long range pass from a wide area
‐ Use the inside of your foot to direct the ball

Foot all  itch

A  yard area

B Penalty Spot

C Side of pitch

D Half way line

E Centre Spot

F Goal Line

G Corner

Regulations

1 umbers of 
players

‐ Each team must have 11 players
‐  substitutes can be named on the bench

2 Timings  ‐ 0 minutes in total
‐ 45 minutes each half

3 Equipment ‐ Football and two goals
‐ Football strip, Shin pads and football boots for players

4 Officials ‐ One referee on the pitch
‐ Two linesman on either side
‐ 4th official assists from the bench next to the managers

5 Technology 
used

‐ Goal line technology to see if the ball has crossed the line
‐ Electronic board is used to indicate substitutes numbers and time 

added on at the end of each half
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Year 7  ance   Knowledge Organiser

i   asic ody Actions

Action efinition am les

Travel a high energy action that moves you from 
one place to another

gallop, slide, step ball change, 
grand jet and triplet

Balance a whole body action that is held for at 
least 5 counts showing stability and 
extension

arabesque, free e, tree pose, 
shoulder stand, tilt and attitude

Turn a controlled 3 0’ rotation around an axis pirouette, pencil, barrel, 
cartwheel, spiral and forward roll

Elevation a jumping action that takes you into the 
air and lands you back again safely

star, tuck, leap, hop, barrel, stag 
and straddle

Gesture an isolated action of one body part wave, port de bras, tutting, mudra, 
stamp, kick and ja  hands

Transference 
of  eight

to transfer the whole body weight from 
the feet to another body part with control

slide, roll, cartwheel, bridge and 
shoulder stand

RA

Relationshi s ho the body is moving with and how they interact

Actions hat a dancer does e g  turning, elevation, transference of weight, balancing, 
gesturing and travelling

ynamics The qualities of movement in the body, such as speed, strength and flow

ace The  where  of movements such as levels, directions, pathways and formations

Key ords

erform The presentation of dance to an audience

horeogra h The art of creating dance

ritical
A reciation

Recognising and understanding the qualities of dance 
such as  lighting, costume, set, accompaniment, 
choreography and stimulus

otif A movement sequence that sum ups an idea

Rehearse
The act of refining performance and choreography, 
using systematic repetition, commitment, team work 
and planning

Technical ressive and  ental  kills

ta ility The ability to control and maintain appropriate balance 
in a movement

tension Lengthening and stretching or muscles or limbs

ontrol The ability to start and stop movements efficiently

afe landing Carry out an elevation going through the balls of the 
feet, bending the knees and posture up right

nergy The ability to use the correct force, tension and weight 
in a movement

Timing The use of counts when matching movements to sound 
and other dancers

atial 
awareness

Being aware of the surrounding space and using it 
effectively

ovement 
memory The ability to accurately remember choreography

oncentration The act of focusing your attention with power

ommitment The quality applied to movements

horeogra hy

nison Two or more dancers performing the same movements at the same time

anon hen the same movements overlap in time

ontact hen dancers support, touch and lift one another

timulus nspiration or starting point of a dance

arrative Dance that tells a story
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Year 7 Handball Knowledge Organiser

(A)    Rules

1 Dribble Fault When you bounce the ball, then catch with both hands, and then bounce again.

2 Walking If a handball player takes more than three steps without dribbling or holds the 
ball for more than 3 seconds without bouncing, shooting or passing.

3 Six metre line No handball player (other than the goalkeeper) is allowed in the goal area.

4 Kicking Handball players (other than the goalkeeper) must not kick the ball.

5 Free throw Awarded when a foul occurs. All defenders must stay 3 metres away.

6 Handball fouls No tripping, pushing, hitting, charging or holding is allowed.

7 Goal‐throw This occurs when the ball comes off a goalkeeper and crosses the goal line.

8 Corner Is taken by the attacking side when a defender has knocked the ball over the 
goal line (other than in the goal).

9 Centre When a team scores, the other team starts from the centre line.

(B)    Skills

1 Dribbling 1. You may take 3 consecutive steps.
2. Then you must bounce the ball.
3. Look up so you are able to see where everyone is.

2 Chest Pass 1. Start with the ball at your chest.
2. Push out from your chest.
3. Player receives the ball at their chest.

3 Overhead Pass 1. Can be performed using one or two hands.
2. Performed above the head.
3. The further behind your head you start, the more power generated.
4. Used to pass the ball a long distance or over players.

4 Bounce Pass 1. Start with the ball at your chest.
2. Push the ball down towards the floor.
3. One bounce, where the player receives it in their chest.
4. Performed to get under or around players.

5 Running Jump 
shot

1. Take off with one or two feet.
2. Hold the ball with one hand.
3. Lean forward when releasing the ball to generate power.
4. Try to aim for a corner or area that is not covered by the goalkeeper.

Court lines

(D)     Player positions 

Goalkeeper Is allowed in the area and can also act as a court player.

Centre back Occupies the middle of the court. Spearheads the attacks 
and shots.

Left and right back Stands to the right or left of the centre back to form a 
defensive wall.

Left and right wing Stands on the far side of the court covering the wing.

Pivot Referred to as the ‘line player’ and plays most of the game 
along the 6 metre line.

(C)   Regulations

1 Players Teams consist of six court players and one 
goalkeeper, with seven substitutes.

2 Time periods Two 30 minute halves with a ten minute break in 
between.

3 Referees  Two referees lead the match.

4 Time outs Two 2 minute time‐outs are allowed in the game.

15
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Year 9 Health & Fitness Knowledge Organiser

Three Phases of a Warm Up

What Why

1 Pulse Raiser • Safely raise heart rate up to appropriate beats per minute (BPM)
• To deliver oxygen to working muscles
• To help prevent injury

2 Dynamic & Static 
Stretching

• To help increase the range of movement at a joint
• Increase muscle elasticity
• Increase muscle temperature

3 Sport Specific 
Skill

• Movement memory for the specific sport you are about to play

Components of Fitness

1 Cardiovascular 
Fitness

The ability to exercise the body for long periods of time, without 
getting tired

2 Muscular 
Strength

The amount of force a muscle can generate when it contracts to 
overcome resistance.

3 Agility A measure of how quickly you can change the position of your body, 
while keeping your body under control.

4 Muscular 
Endurance

The ability to use voluntary muscles repeatedly, without getting tired

5 Speed How quickly a movement can be performed or a distance can be 
covered

6 Flexibility  A range of movement possible at a joint

7 Balance The ability to maintain centre of mass over a base of support

8 Coordination The ability to use two or more body parts at the same time

9 Power Strength X Speed

10 Reaction Time The time it takes to respond to a stimulus

Principles of Training

1 F.I.T.T • Frequency – how often you train
• Intensity – how hard you train
• Time – how long you train for
• Type – what training method you use

2 Progressive Overload  Making training steadily harder, to gradually improves fitness

3 Individual Needs Matching the training to the requirements of the individual person

4 Specificity Matching the training to the particular requirements of an activity

5 Overtraining Training too much, which can lead to injury and prevent improvement

6 Reversibility Any improvements or changes that take place will be reversed when 
you stop training

Diet

Key word Examples

1 Balanced Diet • Eating the right foods, in the right amounts Macro & micronutrients

2 Macronutrients • Nutrients we need to have in our diet in 
large quantities

• Needed for energy, growth and repair

Carbohydrates
Fats, Protein

3 Carbohydrates • Provides us with energy Pasta, bread, rice, 
potatoes

4 Fats  • Provides us with energy
• Should be eaten in moderation

Butter, oil, cookies

5 Protein • For growth and repair of our muscles Chicken, fish, eggs, nuts

6 Micronutrients  • Nutrients that we should have in our diet in 
small quantities

Vitamins and minerals, 
fibre

7 Vitamins and 
Minerals

• Helps with immune system  Fruit, vegetables 

8 Fibre • Aids the digestive system Cereal, vegetables

9 Water • Keeps the body hydrated Most liquids, celery

Physical Activity & Sport

1 Health A person’s physical, social and mental well‐being. Health is not simply 
being free of illness or injury

2 Fitness  The ability to meet the demands of the environment

3 Performance  How well a task is completed


























































Trampolining Knowledge Organiser

Simple  mps

A trampoline sequence may include simple jumps in the following positions

1 Straight A vertical jump with arms held straight, together and above the head on take‐off.

2 Pike Begin from a straight jump start, the legs are lifted up and in front, keeping them 
together and straight. This is done whilst reaching for the toes.

3 Tuck Begin from a straight jump start, the knees are tucked up to the chest and the hands 
must grasp the legs between the knees and ankle.

4 Straddle It is similar to the pike jump except that the legs are spread sideways approximately 
90 apart and the arms reach forward towards the toes.

Facts & r les in competition

1 Trampolining is both a recreational and a competitive sport

2 ymnasts bounce on the spring bed performing various acrobatic skills and routines

3 A trampoline consists of a metal frame that supports the spring bed

4 The trampoline bed is constructed of nylon or string material

5 The material and construction creates a tension that stabilises within one second of contact

6 Each trampoline competition requires the competitor to complete a set compositional routine 
that must contain acknowledged skills. 

7 At the end of the routine the participant must remain upright for at least three seconds with 
both feet in contact with the surface.


























































Year 8 Table Tennis Knowledge Organiser

Rules

1 Hand on 
the table

‐ You are not allowed to place your hand on the table at 
anytime
‐ A point is awarded to the other player if this happens

2 Volley Hitting the ball before it bounces on your side of the table

3 Two serves You receive two serves each during the game

4 Deuce ‐ When the score is 10‐10. 
‐ Each player will now get one serve each 
‐ You must win by two clear points

5 Doubles A doubles pair must strike the ball alternately

6 In Play Rules state that the lines of the table are ‘in play’ but the flat 
side of the table is not

Serving Rules

1 Open palm The server must start with the ball showing in an open palm

2 Six inches  The ball must be thrown six inches in the air before hitting it

3 Behind the 
table

You must perform your serve behind the table line.
It must also be thrown above the table

4 Bounces The ball must bounce on your side once and then your 
opponents side for the serve to be legal

5 Let A let is called if:
‐ An otherwise good serve touches the net
‐ The receiver isn’t ready (and doesn’t try to hit the ball)
‐ If play is disturbed by something outside of the players 

control
A second serve will be taken by the server

6 Net  If the server hits the net and the ball does not go over, the 
opponent is awarded a point

7 Doubles 
serving

You must serve diagonally in a doubles game

Skills

1 Grip ‐ The ‘V’ or crease of your hand in line with the edge of the bat
‐ Little to no gap between the top of the handle and your hand
‐ Index finger placed on the backhand rubber surface

2 Stance/ 
Ready 
position

‐ Feet should be shoulder width apart
‐ Knees should always be slightly bent 
‐ Your body should be square to the table and crouched
‐ Arms should be out in front of your body
‐ You should be standing just off of the centre line, to the backhand 

side of the table

3 Push shot
(forehand
and 
backhand)

‐ Keep your wrist straight
‐ Have a small gap between your elbow and hip
‐ Arm moves forward, to meet the ball
‐ Movement comes predominantly from the elbow and forearm
‐ Follow through forwards, finishing where you have hit the ball
‐ Get back into the ready position

4 Drive shot ‐ If right handed, the right foot should be slightly further back than the 
left

The Backswing
‐ Rotate body from your hips
‐ Weight shifts onto the back foot
‐ The body is moving the arm, not the other way round
The Strike
‐ Hips and shoulders rotate round
‐ Arm moves from a low to high position
‐ Weight transfers to front foot
‐ Make contact with the ball out in front of you, at peak of the bounce
The Finish
‐ Follow through, forward and upwards with your arm

Regulations

1 Players Singles – two players
Doubles – two players on each side of the table

2 Points  One point is awarded per play
The game is first to 11 points

3 Games Table tennis is played the best of three, four or five games in total
You should swap sides after each game
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Religious Education Year 9  

Autumn 1 

Equality and commitment 

POVERTY             

  
 
 

Poverty is the lack of the basic essentials for living. The basic essentials are food, clean water, shelter, 
healthcare, education and a good job.  There are lots of causes of poverty.  In the Uk, Poverty often 
comes from having no job or a very low paid one.  However, the UK has a welfare system which helps 
people without jobs to find work and provides some financial support for them while they are looking 

VICTIMS OF NATURAL DISASTER 

 
 
 

Natural disasters are not caused by humans but as a result of the earth’s natural processes but their 
impact is often worse in poorer countries than in richer ones.  This is because richer countries can 
afford better monitoring systems and better emergency responses 

MOTHER TERESA 

                                                                           

Mother Teresa is a clear example of a Christian who was motivated in her belief that human life was 
precious (Sanctity of life). She was born in former Yugoslavia. At the age of 17, she joined the Loreto 
nuns, a teaching order. She went to Darjeeling, the Calcutta and Dublin. She then decided to work with 
the poor and so she left the Loreto after two years.  She learned nursing in order to help the sick. She 
founded schools for slum children, and arranged for adoption of unwanted or orphaned children.  She 
also worked with the dying and with lepers. She believed that everyone deserves a chance in life. 

DISCRIMINATION AND PREJUDICE   
 
 
 
 
                                                                     

Prejudice: Is pre-judging a person or making a judgment about someone before you actually know them 
Discrimination: Is an action, it is when a person is actually treated differently as a result of a prejudice. 



 

RACISM 
 

 
 
 
 
 

When discrimination is because of a person’s race or ethnic background it is often called Racism. 
Racism happens for many reasons; some people say it is the way a person is brought up. Others think it 
happens because of lack of education. Whatever the reason for it, racism is wrong 

 



Year 9  

Autumn 2 

Rites of passage 

 

INFANT BAPTISM 

                                                   

Infant baptism or Christening is the name given by most Christians to the 
ceremony, which welcomes young babies into the membership of the 
Christian church. The service is held round a font.  This is a stone basin, 
which is normally found just inside the main door of a church. Its position 
there is believed to be symbolically important.  Just as people pass through 
the door to enter the church, so a baby passes through baptism to become 
a member of the church… In infant baptism, the baby is given a Christian 
name and is sprinkled with water on the head three times.  Parents choose 
godparents who promises to look after the child’s religious and spiritual 
upbringing. The parents are also given a lighted candle, this shows the child 
has passed from darkness to light 

ADULT BAPTISM 

                                             

From the age of twelve onward, the child can ask to be baptised.  This is 
called adult believer’s baptism. During baptismal classes, which is 
preparation for adult baptism, the person is reminded that Jesus himself 
was thirty when he was baptise at river Jordan. In most churches, there is a 
pool underneath the floorboards at the front of the church.  Others choose 
might baptise to be baptised in a local stream, river or in the sea. The 
person is totally immersed in water.  Adult baptism is symbolic. When the 
person goes into the water, they are leaving their old life behind.  Under 
the water, they are dying to old habits and ways. Coming out of the water 
they have new life now that they are a Christian 

         CONFIRMATION                                                                      

      

In a confirmation service, a Bishop will lay his hands upon the heads of 
young Christians.  The young Christians are affirming the vows, which were 
made on their behalf when they were baptised as babies. The promises 
were made by someone else, now they are declaring their own faith in 
Christ 



   

MARRIAGE                   :  

Christians believe that God joins the two people together in marriage and 
not the priest.  The couple exchange their vows to each other, in them hey 
promise to love and cherish each other.  They also exchange rings, which 
symbolises their unending love for each other.   Ideally, this means that the 
marriage cannot be broken up.  Many Christian churches however recognise 
that some couples grow apart ad are prepared to conduct services for 
divorced people who wish to remarry 

FUNERAL       
                        

                            
 
 
 
 
 

Christians believe strongly in life after death.  They are sure that life 
continues after death. This is reflected in the funeral service. In Christianity, 
both burial and cremation are allowed.  Many comforting passages from 
the bible are read. After which the service is ended.  If the person’s body is 
to be cremated, the coffin is lowered out of sight.  If the person is to be 
buried, the mourners make their way to the graveside.  The coffin is gently 
lowered and the priest reads out some comforting words which shows that 
the service has ended on a note of hope rather than sadness and despair, 
this is because Christians believe it is the beginning of eternal life 

 



Year 9 Science – Speed, Pressure and Moments
Lesson 1- Speed Equations Lesson 2- Speed Graphs Lesson 3 – Speed and Forces

The speed of an object is affected by the forces working on it.
Types of Forces:
Push, Pull, Air Resistance, Upthrust, Friction,  Tension, Magnetic, 
Electrostatic, Weight, Thrust

We can show the forces working on objects with diagrams 

Lesson 6 – Moments Lesson 5– Pressure Lesson 4 – Terminal Velocity

Key Word Definitions

Accelerating – Change in Velocity

Air Resistance (AR) – A type of resistance force caused by particles colliding with an object.

Balanced Forces – Opposing forces that are equal in strength

Distance-Time Graph – A way of showing how far an object has travelled in a set time

External- Outside the object

Friction – A force caused by two objects rubbing together

Internal- Inside an object

Load- Weight

Moment- Where a force moves a load around a pivot

Pressure- A measure of force on a given area

Pivot- The point that a moment moves around

Resistance- Particles that try to prevent movement by applying force

Stationary – When an object remains still

Surface area-

Terminal Velocity- The point during falling where opposing forces are balanced and so velocity is constant

Thrust- A large push in a given direction

Unbalanced Forces – Opposing forces that are not equal in strength

Upthrust- The force of water pushing an object upwards- opposing to weight

Velocity- Speed in a given direction

Weight- The effect of gravity on an object

÷

m/s s

m

Speed = distance ÷ time
Example : Calculate the speed of a car 

that travelled 67m in 10s.
67 ÷ 10 = 6.7m/s 

Converting Units

Km m X1000

Cm m ÷100

Hr s X 3600

Min s x 60

We sometimes need to measure the 
speed on an object, such as car speed 
cameras. We do this using the equation:

We can use the formula triangle to 
rearrange the equation. Just cover up 
what you want to find and follow the 

triangle.
Distance = Speed x Time
Time = Distance ÷ Speed

We can show the speed and direction of a car using a distance 
– time graph. Each section is used to represent a different 
direction or speed. 

Point A shows 
an object  
moving at a 
steady speed 
away from the 
start point

Points B and D 
show that the time 
is changing but the 
distance is not, so 

the object is 
stationary

Point C shows  the object at a 
steady speed returning to the 
starting place.

The object was travelling fast 
during point E than point A. 
We can tell from the 
steepness of the line.

Point E shows 
the object 
moving 
quickly away 
from the start 
point

Air 
Resistance

Thrust from 
engines

These are unbalanced 
forces- thrust is a bigger 

force. We can tell from the 
size of the arrows. 

This shows the car is 
accelerating forward.

Thrust from 
engines

Air 
Resistance

These are balanced forces- they 
are equal in size. We can tell 
from the size of the arrows. 

This shows the car is at a 
constant speed.

When a sky diver jumps out 
of a plane, weight pulls him 

towards the ground. Air 
particles hit him causing 

resistance, but weight is the 
stronger force so he travels 

down.

When the parachute opens, the surface 
area increases, so more air particles hit 
causing more resistance. The forces (AR 
and weight) become closer to balanced 
and so slows down the decent.

Unbalanced

Unbalanced

Balanced

Balanced

AR and weight are 
balanced so speed is 
constant – thermal 

velocity.

Pressure is a measure of force on a certain area
Pressure = Force ÷ area

N

m²N/m²

More pressure is applied onto a smaller area. This 
is why a nail has a small, sharp point- so high 

pressure is exerted on a small area.

How does a straw work
- A straw has air particles inside (internal 
pressure) and outside (external pressure)
- Sucking removes the internal air pressure
- So there is more external pressure
- Which pushes down on the drink
- Which only has room to go up the straw

Lots of objects that change position move around a pivot. The force 
(effort) placed on the end of the pivot effects how big of a load 
(weight) can be moved.  Pivot

Effort

Load

The longer the distance from 
the pivot the less force needed

Moment = force x distance from the pivot
The 2 people have different 
masses, so to be balanced have 
to be different distances from 
the pivot



Command Words

Questions in your exam, and your booklet, will 
begin with these command words. You need to 

know what they mean so that you know what the 
question is asking you to do. 

State – Write down information

Plot – Mark points on a graph using information given

Sketch – Produce a drawing without a ruler

Estimate – Find a rough number from the information

Identify – Chose key details from information

Calculate – Work out an answer using numbers

Show that – prove a statement is correct

Deduce – Come to a decision using information

Describe – Say what a pattern is or link facts together

Explain – Say how or why something happens

Compare and contrast – similarities and differences

Predict – Say what you think might happen

Discuss – Pick out a point and talk about reasons

Justify – Give evidence for your opinion

Evaluate – Make a decision based on information

Assess- Decide whether information is correct 

Devise – Plan a method or experiment

Suggest – what could have happened?

Apply – Use your knowledge in a new situation

Label – Add information to a diagram

Key Science Skills - Graphs

We use graphs to show patterns quickly and easily. You will be asked to draw graphs but also to 
read and understand them. 

Discontinuous Variation
This is variation (differences) that we can 
separate into clear groups;
E.g- eye colour, shoe size

We show this with a bar chart.

Continuous Variation
This is variation (differences) that we can not 
separate into clear groups and so is constantly 
changing.
E.g- weight, height
We show this with a line graph.

When drawing graphs remember:
• The independent variable goes on the X axis (bottom, dependent variable on the Y axis (side)
• Always label the axis so we know what the graph is showing
• The number of your axis need to be evenly spaced and go up in equal number (5’s, 10’s, 20’s)
• Use a pencil to plot your data, small dots or crosses to make it more accurate
• Line of best fit can be a straight line or curved
• Don’t forget a title.

Reading Graphs

This is an example of a 
predator – prey graph. The 

key tells us that the blue line 
is for rabbits whilst the red 

line is for wolves. 

1) Describe what the graph shows
With describe questions, you just need to say what you see on the 
graph.
The graph is showing that the number of rabbits and wolves decreases 
(goes down) and increases (goes up)  continually  over the generations. 
As the number of  rabbits decreases, the number of wolves decreases 
soon after. They then go increase at roughly the same time.
2) Explain what the graph show
With explain questions you need to say why the graph has this pattern.
As the number of rabbits decreases, the wolves start to run out of food. 
This means more of them die and so the number of wolves decreases. 
Fewer wolves means that fewer rabbits are eaten so their number begin 
to increase. More rabbits means more food for wolves, so their numbers 
increase again. This pattern continues.


